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(i) 

of this was to de 

structure of the compound CsRaC14 by methods. This led 

the ot [Re3cl12J 

x-ray , to a determination 

the compound. 

(Ph4As) 2 Re3c111 . :Photographs of of both are 

the 

author to 

the 

to be carried 

certain 

a triclinio crystal. 

In this to of the 

crystal lit 

to calculate 

The theory adequately in 

methods, which were common 

in last on the 

are not 

, but a detailed of new 



{!1) 

Btoause some material has bttn refened to 

the text, it been found useful to colleot 

Fourier maps, structure factor listings and other tables 

volume of appendices. 

It is hoped that the accounts the cur;rstal 

structure analyses from the detailed reports of experiments and 

computations has resulted in the :reader being presented with a 

clear record of the steps taken in solving these structures. 

Throughout the text symbols have been used with the 

aso:vibed in International Tables for X ... ray Crystallography, 

Volume 1 9 p .. x:L. 
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intr:tcaoies of x-ray crystallography, and for sting 

methods for solving problells which failed to suooum'b to the 
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New Zealand Utt1versit:les Research Committee tor award of a 
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that the 

a arguments were on 

theory and have since been presented in his book. 2 

h.ere to illustrate the main reasons for the 

Most problems of bonding transi tion ... metal chemistry a.re 

currently considered with reference to ligand•field theory. 

crystal-field theort orbital theory. th theoriett 

can be used to predict t-e levels of d-orbitala of a 

central metal atom or ion in the or variously distributed 

transition-me comp¢~ttnds Can 'be explain41d by 

orbitals in special ways. 

availa'ble 

to Although 

was concerned with a poesi!l'le tetrahedral ligand-field it 

convenient to 4iactuss the case of an octahedral field first. 

work 

six negatively charged ligands L up to a central metal ion M along 

the dil'ections of ootahedrally 4isposeci ax•• (fir•1 page 101). 

The d ) will be 



(6) 



d 

little 

, though they could 

likely to occur 

an 

on the complex 

of the ligand may SO faVOU.X' 

A s:rmmetr:taal trahedron can onl:r occur 

the of elactrons symmetrical with respect to 

vm,J:J ... •:.A"" s in the 

[recl41"", [Mncl4] 2-, &:tcl4] 2-), but 

s in 

thfi third rows. 

RheniU¥ ( ) 

row transition me 

M 

ation, 

a highly polarizable 

a third 

MlleC14 

to be 

to establish this stereochemistry, 

suitable 



that more in .the 

which 

outlined. 

of' this work he 

subsequently assumed considera'ble significance the 

compounds was prepared by heating 

under reflux a solution of rhenium trichloride and triphenyl• 

phosphine " molecular determination 

indicated a monomer. Other were a low conductivity 

(non-electrolyte) and a low magnetic 

trahedral complex, although such a 

trahedron would be distorted on account of the inequality of the 

ligands .. 

The second compound was tetraphenyl ... 

arsonium chloride to a solution of rhenium trichloride in alcohol 

crystals were reorystallistd 

the conductivity was consistent with a a:1 electrolyte~ As 

of 



(Ph
4

As)In01
4 

thallium 

s of wh1.oh 

lifo tory 

that the visible 

o:I solutions compounds 

compound 

on 

(Ph4As) Tl014 , 

indium 

and 

be a 

d 

to the spec of and also o:I 
3 

in hydrochloric the [ReC1
4
]- was supposed 

In case peaks occurred near 750 510 m/ · 

It was also that polymeric 

cation aatHHt such an oase of 

further tour ilt the 

of 

compounds 

of their 

of 

lh 



in the This 

which by various authors concerning 

of rhenium (III) compounds. 

1 .. 

rhenium trihalities are the only known examples of 

glacial 

A halogen bridged structure was proposed (similar to 

A1
2
ol6). !However the possibility of a metal-metal bond was not 

excluded • .? 

2. 

Four~ooordinate halide complexes have already been dealt 

6. 

with. Recently• Colton, Levitus and Wilkinson6 have d 

the view that they are trahedral with type orbital 

hybridisation involved in the bonding, and suggest that the same 

also 

highly insoluble, 

where L a bidentate ligand (1,10-phenanthroline; 

These are possibly 

polymers, but the basic structural unit is to contain both 

tetrahedrally coordinated Re(III) and oetahedrally coordinated 

A complex 

to have a mixed valency structure 



(II:t) .. 

Cl 01 

~/~/ 
Re(!:II) Re(II) 

c/ ~01/ ~quin 
All of these 

are • c2n5 or c3B7-. 

as monomeric tra.hedra.l of (III) with 

same hybridisat1on. 

:;. 

compounds 

were first mt~nttioned by Frl!l!ni 

been 

iodide 

and Valenti9 report 

Colton 

ohlorides which they 

6,9,10 
• 

10 llfa.latesta 

to 

and 

corresponding 

Th.e 

dealt with the second was presumed to be a. 

bipyramida.l structure involving five-coordinate 

( ). Recently, Leek and Wilkinson11 and Obatt 

compounds whi.ch have now 



8 .. 

re (P 

the 

of tertiary 

with 

[ReiiX2(PR3)2] ~ 

t [ReX,.PR.~J,. t r.Re.X-;;:(.PR . .t.) .. ] ::> .,1 ·1 l :; :; ;) 
(I!) 

work that 

l:ltruo bonds 

of the , including ReOl:.r Ph
3

P, were 

poorly soluble in all solvents presumed to be polymers liruted 

through This the in the 

that Colton, may not correct 

a monomer exhibiting 

distorted 

other complexes but do not 

of their observed 

.. 6 ... et al. oxid~zed their 

compounds which 



6 

( ) 

obtained 

4 , Jt
3
ReCl6 , 

a~.~~C>··v~ the listed 

d as b~:tVing two unpl:'lired electron~S, as would be expected 

have 

coordination 

point out th 

these conclusions nre 

w:tth 

reported, but 

complex should be 

chapter IV 

both in the work and in the recently 

stru.ctut•e o.f the [i;te2c18J 4"" 15 



( J) obtained ' 
a to a 

" photograph obtained by him in an earlier study~ of a oompound 

which had 

d from a of' 

an e~tension of an 

16 ReCl
3 

by thermal 

of appara:tus 

and water 

s. of' 

reaction 1 and 

d by 



1. 

2. 

cono.. 101. 

~ReCl;; + c12 

ReOlJ + (cone.) ------7 RReCl4 

CsCl + ------~ Cs:Recl4 l 
OsRec14 

complete extinction 

polaroids a 

+ HCl. 

with 

that they were not twinned. A large number crystals was 

ted but no common 

coloured 

were too ot them to 

19 The 

latter to 

in a liquid (in 

Calculations using these weights and Archimedes 

density. In this case it was possible to set the lower 

limit for the density ; .. 82 

lower limit cs.a5 
two 

although this method re 

using 

em ) was 

as 

the 

d, 

very 

II A 

20 curate. 

11. 

) . 



was unfortunate the 

2. 

21 work ooncerning 

the to 

was vory roughly cubic i:r1 with an 

a single camera and the 

method of the a 

rotation was 1L When the 

, to a 

oamera 9 a photograph, taken with 1 

two axes to be or·thogonal 
0 0 

of 14.00 A and 10. A. 

fully ohapter v. values 
0 0 
A and e ~ 14.08 A. 10.66 

0 
in all were a ::=% At h = 14. 

Initially wae there WEll:'$ 16 in unit 

of 6.1 (cf. 

to 



two a 

of 96, 17 3 

source 

to 

two .. 

PW 1009,. 

t 

camera mount on a 

(J( 

were 

-1!- ::tt 0 to .1!. l!'l: 8 • 

two 

d 

was 

were 

and 8 hours respec 

were d of e 

hOt, h1£, h2l h)£., 

same 

about th.e eame 

of the Ok.t 1k..& 

• 



tracings 
/of three ;photograplts 

arbitrarily 

.,.~.,.,..",~:;~.u>•ti from the 0--",,._,.., 

to 

as 

ot 

o:t type b+k odd. reflections of 

Ok.l ( -f., odd) hO.£. (not for --t odd) 

only one ,glide to with 

e/2. 

tabulated with their 24 

Space group Standard as Reference number 

Cmcm 

Ocm21 
Ccam Ama2 40 

Of , number 6} (Cmcm) was the only space group 

with As this ture 

was 

dal [Reel~.~ ] "" anions 9 and. as it was still 
'.II 

were CsReCl4.- molecules the unit cell (page 1Z), the 

data were 

a description the way in which the correct space 

(Ama2) was deduced• ~o avoid unnecessary confusion, the 

to their 

group 

on 



on 



of common J;h 

rows hOO, hOl 

rs hk.O, hk1 ~· 

' •••••• bk8. 

the other 

this 

hO.t 

h08 

with point rows in common 

It to that 

by 

e 

before the 

hO-t 

hkO,""""" 

common 

one 

.. Any 

rs be 

method for 

when 

hk0 9 hk1, 

to 

crystals, provided 

of 

and absorption 

the case of 

method and 

method. The 

o.o,mm~) and the 

All the 

hO-t 

by both 

was then 

of the was 

) 



was accepted as 

the 

all 

o. 

1. 

Using thE\! 

in the 

data hkl fo:t ..l>8,. 

was .501. 

P(U,V,Vll) := vit~/F(hk.£) I a cos{2TT(hU+kV+.tw>} 
hk l 

the Patterson function P(u,v,wt) can 

points U,V,W filling the unit cell at 

of 

at a of 

In a 

ends of vectors 

VEto in the 

ture. Such oan be loc by plotting, on 

9 values of P(U,V,W) calculated 

the I(hkt) 

of the coefficients t(hk.l) 2 

converting the I (hki) 

whioh would be obtained from a composed of 

applying an factor to the 

(a known as the 

the of 

is by 



18. 

the vectors o:t zero 

are N 

both these 

6. 

function was of 0.02 cell e 

over suf:ticient show its symmetry and deduce 

0011~!?1• f'ol"m.. 

0 
u o .. oo to o. 0.21 A. 

0 
v o.oo to 0., in of. o. A. 

w o.oo to 0.26 
0 

of. o. A .. 

d in sec 

ma:rk.e d with 

2. 

atom one 

map on the group Cmem 

the h led the correct ' 
:Lf the 

the 

coordinate w .. to 

tead of A 



six 

th• 

be 

to 

.. 

an atom 

0 
(0.04 X 14.08) A. 

this 

W l:l'i which 

and so each of 

than J on the 

a veo 

occur on 

the 

the 

,. there 

40 (Cc2nt) 



2.0 .. 

can be 

s or , the three 

following of 

group Number ar ooncontratione concentra.tions. 

}6 

40 cow2 

indica to I>articular ar conoentr::1.tions are 

oonccntratinna not occur o11 

peaks below K are 

was was not that six prominent 

ta c establish the 

concentrations fo~ In retrospect, 

is no planar concentration of the 

of vel I*,J (which occur quite frequently 

vector map) are d in ts 

the X' evidence 

space group C2om. 



could int 

would 

' 
Cotto:n. that of 

s in 

g:r·oup 

than that dasaribed 

al C&J."J. be d 

was 

o:t struc .. 

All of 

Of 



B c 

4 b 

4 

(i) 

e 

4 b 

4 a 

(ii) 

l~ 

Gc 

4b 

co 
1 

w 

2 

x,y,z; 
.).. .. +,y,z, 
o,u,:z.; 

teo of possible pe 

1 

m 

2 

on ato~:J 

= X+X 1 C!r 

the 

u 

or z+z' 
u 
A 

0 

X 

x,y, z; 
). ~T Z 
4- ',] ' J" 

'~~' 0' z. 

v 

2y 
() 

ff oJ:"ieJJi: s 

v 
l\ 

0 

0 

1\ 

1::. 

y 

y 

y 

-

on 2. 

it 

terso:n 

e 

V{ 

0 

0 

0 

() 

0 

x,y,z 

x-x' or 
VI 'I 

A 

. 
• 

,y' z. 

po tions; 

to I' 

x'y'z' 

or z-z t 



ahown on 

vee 

ln 

of e 

c 

type £. pe alt at po 

·thert ·the 

0 oo. 

on the W a 0.00 sea 

each 

p<~ 

'Nli 

lws 

at 

'Nar:::; 

u 

w "' o.oo) vva.s 

o. 0.14 or 0. 

tJ 

vector m<>tp for 

of .:l.s d an 

on u.sed 

se 

;;;! o. 
' v 0,;00 was 

co by 

0 28, V ~ 0~44 or 0. , W "" 0 .. 00 and 

tion U = 0.50, V c 0,44 or o. 

or 0. 

atom 

the only 

u ~ o.,o. v ~ o. 

an 

peak 

1 or 0.72, 

was checked by 

0 

to vee between atoms of and 

tiona U • 0.11 1 V "' 

atoms VHU'!!t 

, where ao 

ed 

~ 0.14, y1 "" o. or o. ' z1 

= o. t =< 0.14 or o. 

of L a.nd were for as 

ae se 



an to establish 

0.00 was 

= o.oo, 

Type U " Derivation w 
E 0.14 0.28 or o. 0.28 or o.az 

ato.mic 

fore 

Atom Y'r 

Re 0 .. 14 o. or o. o.o6 or ... o.o6 

o. 0.14 or o.:;6 o .. oo 

Cs o.oo o.oo or ... o.a8 .. 
ot the group 

One combination could be the other 
b the origin a distance 2 along the the 

of 

retained a right-handed 

of 



:no 

"" 0.1 !!.• and can 

(but 1.:trE:t on vector d 

occur = o. • v = 0.3;, w = o.oo but 

the the adj heavy 

pssition could not 

from Patterson , but a eare cheok the work 

d did to slight in some of 

set finally aoeepted t 

calculations 

Atom X Yr r 

0.13.5 0.280 0.040 

o. 0.140 o.ooo 

o.ooo o .. ooo .,..Q.220 

0<~2.50 ... 0.175 0 .. 140 

n. 

The tor F(hkt) can 

reflection hkt from a knowledge of the position nature 



In 

for 

and 

tb.e unit 

Jt"(hkt) a ootnplex 

and li'(hkt) 

I F(hk,t) I 2 

llr(hkt) l 

A' 

"" 
~ 

= 

= 
:::: 

A' 

A' 

A'2 

(A 2 

:z 
r 

[2 1T i(hx +ky +tz >] r r r 

e 

ana Ol:t of 

to modi 'to 

+ i :a• 

... i B• 
<") 

+ Btc;. ) 

+ B'2) i 

(tilt.£) cos 2 rr (hxr +i 

~ f (hkl) 2 Tr (hx ... J, 
r r r 

unit cell. 

A. II!: I F(hk-t) I OOS'~. of- (hkt) 

= ( F(hk.t) I sin cG (hk.l) 

.. cL (hk.t) = 

oL (hki) 

F(bkl) .. 

the angle 

structures, such as OsReCl4 , 

<i (bkt) can take any between 0 ~ but in centro• 

= 0 and ~(bk£) take one or 

Although al (hk..l) can be 

) 

) 

by 



I F(hlt,e,) I can ) 

ot 

to put on 

d tura l!' 
0 

be e to J/'
0 

Such only aol:d,eved by for 

odd X-ray roflec • The degree of' is by 

which X·•ra;r c·Hon a ea.n 

determined• and also by the accuracy with which individ:ual atomic 

factors are known~ 

an 

by 

cases by 

tor k, and 

ltiomic 

by the method 

omplately de d structure agreement also 

use rough atomio ,B ) or 
r 

the contribution of soma atoms in 

Obviously such 

of al:.omio 

by !u:l:'ther atoms their 

tor calculations. 

located by using 

section .. 

work one of mean 

of new improved atomic parame 



2. 

Values of Jr(hk£) and cL (bk-l-) can be oal 

electron density jO(xyz) at any point X, .~ in a unit cell ot 

volume V • 24 
0 

fJ (X!Z) ;! ~ -~ h] k -~ t I F(hkt) I cos [ 21T(hl+kl+.£Z)- cL (hk-l)] 
e 

The points X,Y,Z, can be to fill the cell at regular 

a Patterson synthesis, ot maximum electron density located 

from an examination of jO(XlZ) at these points. 

Clearly no useful information is obtained if values F
0 

are 

substituted tor F(hkt) in deriving electron de:rud.ty maps. 

will simply occur in positions corresponding closely to the 

atomic coordinates used in the structure calculation .. 

If' :r is used together with values for ot.(hkt) calculated for the 
0 

trial structure, the represent the approximate distribution 

of electron density in a unit cell of the structure. 

are usually approximate because the trial structure does 

correspond exactly to the real structure therefore values or 



that 

w) 

all 

to an 

t 

tron density ba 

Coohran has 

ot Cr 
0 

The:r 

quantity s~ :::: z w 
n 

of 

Fouriel:' to ca.lc'tAlate 

13ent 

observed .md the 

loaat"' nl!.\w 

" 

In partionlar he demonstrates 

eaoh 

t to atom.:Lc coordinates when 

th!!HUt eondi tiona the 

:factors 

to F
0

•s may be in atolJI.iO 

and corrected by means slopes 

on tbe 

ot re to be 



ha.e general 

and 

of OaReCl4• al'ld method.s are 

s projection. 

In the :lnitial of this refinement atomic scattering 

+ for the Cs Re3+ e were obtained from 

32 -published by Thomas and Umeda · while values for 01 were from 

tables published by 

W:lleon•a method34 was to 

33 

an overall temperature 

tor o.8 and alao an absolute tor k for the complete 

correlated data. This tempe:ratnre tor waa d to each of 

the tour located from 

obvious that of 

oorreat>ondintl' values kl r 1. 
- g 0 

the calculation 

fo:r three 

were 0. , 0., 

Patterson synthesis, and l was 
0 

(hk£). It wae immediately 

were not on the same a a 

When the soale tor was adjue 

be 

of tiona (hkO) • ( Ok.l) , (hO.t) 

of' R which are than 0. 40 are 

an trial .. 



, it was t 

ot 

was 

o. 

of the unit 

map (x <~~ o. 

was , toge 

tlle has 

for as 

the [Re
3
cl12J3• anion and 

di 

eli. 

) b and c axes were 

) A fourth 

on th 



spe 

of 

) 

a11 

It WSJ!il 

maps 

courae of whioh 

the 

of these 

on 

• jl'hey 

were 

0.)4 to 0 .. 24. 

was Cl 

X :;;:: y "" o.oo~li!:. 

up 

a.c 

diffieult.3.5 

were 

of 

= ... o. 

be con,nfltated with the 

on ~his 

t·e 

IJ 

on 



known to 

an 

ot(hkt) 

llO 

.. 

this ma.p is tiler with a 

y 8. By • th.e 

plot hS~.;S en to ot two 

1) anions t llHtOtion .. 

th.a uui t G are on tha:f X = 0~75 

Oll\l!l• Thus sec 

distribution o! oomple con the unit 

on 

the ori 

o! 

7 showed no 

Bond length~ and s were calculated 

( ce). 



In method a set of 

all the 

to a set of normal equations which can to 

9$ 1$ :2 w (:r r n o 
weight 

which 

solution obtained by 

to 

normal 

oalculations, various tim.e 

have fully 

wr:t by 

whiah the full 

the Weapons 

South 

variable 

f'ac 

tion. 

the full matrix of 

of 

37 In the 

and. Levy. 

for an ovex·all 

all rature 

and $0 could not be 

nl\lw structure factor c 

to an improvement in R (0.19 for 453 

when used in unction th the more 

A careful 

seta of films 

between the In these 

new 

derived 

than ,.. 
80 

) 



atoms were supposedly 

A 

no 

error atom coordinates 

0 .. 007 tively. 

correlation oated 

interaction the z of various 

further was ne to 

the e t was Also 

to see 

whether was able to handle th:ts problem oorreotly. 

, but highly re.fined 9 analysis 

same structure had by been published, 29 was 

worthwhile pursuing and 

consuming inve 

appendix contains a of structure 

(page. uo)+~to ..... · ---1-l calculated using atomic 

1
0 

and 

listed 

in the next section. tht.~t re flee were 

four equal groups fi/A. relative 

of on the 



of fJ/ 'A • .321 .407 

0.16 0.14 0.14 0 .. 16 

~ 1 113 113 1 

s are ma:rkE!d r 

:fo 

m.ap (pages Ill to 125') 

and 

ealaulated. cJ__, (hlt-l) • It has included as evidence 

final atomic coordinate po to the 

following ts ft>om it, 

(i) the h:tgh of the 

now on 

(ii) The three ce holes the bottom 

o.f ( .,. sltuation would 

with tor 

(iii) chlorine atoms occupy on the map. 

( ) :r1.o ~peak the upper end of the 

scale (;.8e;13) to an 

unlocated 

t oh d frora the 

second cycle of least ... squares refinement together with 



:f'rolll (Bl) t the ) t 

the 

). 

No. X y z 

1 • oooo• .0000* .0000* 1 • 1 • 1 .. 

Cs 2 8 • 8782 1.80 2.09 2.09 

3 II< 2. 2. " 
Re 4 .. .1415 0.01 1.00 • 

Re 5 .1 • 2850 .2710 0.71 0.69 1 .. 00 

01 
,. 

.2500" .1612 1.86 1. 'I. 0 

Cl 7 .2500"' • 45'?9 .6,590 -0. 0.96 .3·50 

Cl 8 2500* .. 0674 • 360.5 0.6'1 1.14 '1.14 

01 9 .1027 .}490 .1137 2.41 2.02 2.02 

01 '10 .0'(64 • 1 2 "' )• 

Cl 11 .1079 • • 2._30 2.62 2.60 

Cl 12 .2,500* • 311 '1 ~0.01 ;s • 

Cl 13' .0254 • '1 .2198 77 }.66 ji.66 

d !ii\ll Qan nt:>t be :re as 

d exactly thtJ origin 

try. 

E. 

ula.Horua of interatomic and 

trimeric c 

be 



of rhenium 

t:rorn. of Distanot'f from pl,ane of 

forming other at9ms in the 

4 .0•0 6 -2.230 8 2.201 

.. 09'7 9 .277 11 2 • 

7 .... 04} 9' ... 2.277 1, ' 2. 

10:::;10. -.098 

12 .o,;o 

13=13' .... o:;o 

through atoms (,5,9,10,11,13) l 

5.24007 X + 11.74525 Y' + },;54545 z + 4.97189 \!!! 0 

from plane Distance from of 

plane. other in the anion. 

5 .... 016 4 ... 1.256 ,. 1~o200 

9 .048 6 .. 1.572 9' 1. 

10 ..... o,, 8 ... ,. 11' 1.091 

11 .045 7 624 10' 367 

13 ... 024 12 2.457 13' -2.:578 



• 

are those to atom the previous 

sec Figure 9b contains a plan of the plane of the triangle 

It shows quite clearly two other related 

plane a in the , and labelled with some important 

bond lengths and bond angles calculated using final atomic 

coordinates. 

The dietances of o approach or cesium atoms to 

atoms of' the anion are d below. 
0 

1 1 330 A 

2 6 3-396 
0 
A 
0 

3 10 .;.1 A 

The full symmetry of D.;h was by calculating the 

best least-squares planea39 through the nine atoms apparently 

in the plane of the triangle of rhenium atoms (7, ;,10,12.13,5', 

mirror plane. These results are set out on the facing page. 
0 

In case atoms lie within 0.10 A of 

to which they contribute. Distances of other atoms in the 

anion to these 

to mirror planes of the anion. Atoms related across the 
0 

plane lie within o.o; A of mirror image positions. 
0 

The corresponding figure for the second plane 0.26 A, omitting 



A 

atom 

v~~~Q~.~a· chlorine ato• this 

on either :it.. Rhenium 

/lilt 

bipyramid which as its 

" 

of 

are 

of a 

two chlorine 

4 .. 



.. 

soon as the configuration 

was established, nr. Fergusson directed the author's attention 

to the compound (Ph
4
As) 2Re

3
cl11 , which 

earlier studiea3 on the effects of 

had isolated in 

cations on 

''(ReOl
4
J .. 11 anion. It seemed likely that this compound 

contained an [ae5c1
11

J2• anion with a configuration closely 

related to that of the [Re
3
cl12] 3- anion. The main questions 

posed by this hypothesis were, which chlorine atom was removed 

from the Uae
3
cl12]3- anion, and what alteration in the 

stereochemistry of the rhenium atoms resulted from its removal? 

Answers were provided by the partial crystal structure analysis 

which described in this chapter. 

All of the equipment and many of the experimental methods 

used in determining the CsRe014 structure were in this 

The analysis was carried out using Patterson Fourier 

projection methods followed by three-dimensional electron density 

difference maps. Calculations in projection and for centro• 

symm.etric crystals were neoec"lsari.ly simpler than those already 

outli.ned. Wherever applicable, in this analysis have 

been described with reference to the earlier work. 



40. 

1. 

samples of crystals were supplied by Dr. Fergusson. 

as shown regular and complete extinction under 

crossed polaroids of the polarizing microscope. The beat 

crystals this hatch appeared to ha~e a habit identical to 

o:f' crystal class 1. A random. sample:; of these crystals gave a 

powder diffraction photograph (fig. 10) indistinguishable from 

that obtained from the compound [(o6n
5

) 4Aa] 2:ae3o111 isolated 

and analysed during the earlier work..3 Another small 

was used to meaEmre a lower limit for the density (~ =1.95 gm 

em ) using the Berman density balance. 

2. 

One d crystal o.f Et"verage dimension 0 .. 12 mm was 

single crystal diffraction It was 

on the Weissenherg camera from zero layer line rotation 

22 tographs • The identity period along the axis of rotation 
0 

was approximately 9.8 A· Zero and first layer Weiaeenberg 

photographs revealed no systematic 

central point rows. Rotation and 

a'bout another with 

and rto orthogonal 

photographs 
0 

identity period 12.0 A 

confirmed a triclinic unit cell with a long third Both 



( 16a) accurate 

was d from 

ultimately oalaulation.a are tabulated 

Real unit cell Reciproc 
0 o-1 

a 12 .. 01 A .09.54 A 
f) o-1 

b 26.22 A b* .0400 A 
0 o•1 

c 9.87 A c"' .1120 A 

o(, 88 .. ,5° r:l..,*' 98 .. 6° 

~ 66. ;'3* 11,5 .. 

)( 10,5 .. 4° ){* 72.,5° 
0 

~~3 vc 2712 ;.3 v• .000368 

It there Bre n molecules in the unit cell of a crystal ita 

density can be culated by the 

= nM 
NV

0 

where N is the A'voga.dro number and M the molecular weight. If 

41 .. 

~ is substituted for D the equation can be 
"'111 -x to give a near 

integral value for n. The Correct integral value can be deduced 

used calculate an accurate value for D • for (PhAAa)
2

Re c·l 
-x "" · 3 11 



the value of n 

were two molecules in the unit 
... J density of 2.10 gm em • 

.. to a 

adequate to establish that there wer'\t two 

the unit cell, and no 

' (e. 

tlota.ti.on) .. 

The calculated density was used to a ar 

coefficient (~) or 185 cm·1 for Cu~ ra.diation.37 Assuming the 

mounted crystal was a sphere of radius R the ue of .JA-R was 

approximately 1.1 and absorption correctio:r.t tors :t'or BIZ 00 

and e = 90° were 4.70 reepeotively. As th~se 

were not too different, GuK«.. radiation was to 

three-dimensional diffraction data. Even a1:Hllorption had been 

urtfavourably high it would have been necessary: to use CuK<x. 

42. 

radiation to obtain Weissenberg photographs which it was practical 

to index. In the precession method it was to index the 

oompree;auad reaiprocal lattice obtained :from Mol\~ 

radiation whiah wae :f'o:r:" Using the 

calculated deneity~R was equal to o .. and the :terence between 

extreme absorption factors wae~ lese than 10%. AilY errore incurred 

by failing to make absorption 

less than those inher<ent in. the eatimation of intens1tiea~ 



was not 

was 

the crye wa~~:~ re t on oa.nuu.•a 

d Ok.t, 1ki, 2k.t, 

hO.i Olt,i 

1 

( 1 '\ 
f 1k.t 

t 

to 

the 

on the ot 



way as 

All 

this 

aQcount 

1. 

to be 

both 

common to both 

of 

are d in 

c not r~oorded on the 

this were 

contained ;;,186 

:;,ooo 

be a 

the of a cell of 

d) 

was 

and 

were 

in 

only on 

of 

this 



and 

and. 

tron density 

of 

to the 

2. 

fox• the value of the Patterson function at 

U,V,W in vector space on 

p ( u , v. ) ., i L: r .l/ }!' <rik£) 1 
hk! 

f 2 Tr (hU+kV+ t W~ 
is carried out only re ctione with. 

map is a projection the 

down 

map no about w of 

, it can some be combined with a projection down one 

of the other axes these , and h.enoe to 

tor heavy atorns in the unit cell. 

If there are n atoms unit 

the complete Patterson 

are jeoted on to one of the oell only peaks, 

corresponding to atoms, are 

of poor resolution 

are frequently by much 

projections instead 



centrosymmetric the 

can 

coordinates u = 2x, v ~ 

the atomic 

!I w 

not 

Unfortunately 

b;y 

atom andone which not so 

~~~ay equivalent between heavy 

In such oases the o !n 

project or 
d b;y poo:r the 

• 

The general expression tor the structure tor was 

on ;t5. 



(bk.l) exp { 2rri >) 

n 
2 

J'(hkl) = 2rZ=1 

where the su~ation 

the • 

thia 

oos{2Tf(hx +kt +lz ~ :r r r 
over only half the 

for aaloula.ting e 

a.t a point x,y,z (page aJ) 

the structure 

p (XYZ) ;:. V [ 
+£z:r)] 

number of 

with the 

d out using all 

o or -rr, and 

F(hld!). 
co 00 

+2Z' '2 
h=o k=•oo 

in the 

()0 

.t=Z:.oo F(hk£) cos 21T(h.x:r +ley r 

make the largest contributions 

the exact a 

tors to make electron 

of a 

otro:n density 

with one index zero result 

in a map of the contents of the proj down 

corresponding a.xi!h are t:l 

of spa. ott than are vector 

of vee • It often 



density 

of heavy 

or 

o:t o. of the unit a &~ c 0.01 cell 

e b. ~he interval was 
0 

tb.et:'efore o. A 
0 0 

' 
o. A to o. A 

All (hkO) reflections were us 

was removed. pe in contoured 

ded on 

t t 



of 

Atom 'li 

(1) 0 

(2) .4?0 

Re (3) .210 

map 

to an 

.2 .. 

were more 

v 

.400 ~ 105 

.. 600 

.;soo 

on 

on 

.1 

to 

were 

double 

42 

a ,::Jecond 

(1) 

the (001) 



{hkO) re 

the 

could 

in the 

shown) 

later 

to 

to the 

the Cslteta
4 

kl the 

from this calculation was o. .. ot 

density 

faotors 

'rhis wae not 

Also the ~hlorine 

to o .. • 

projection calculated 

posi 
atoms 

tram which rheni~m/had 

as a result of 

of an [ne,c111 )
2- ~lion 

:t'rom 

a drop 

map (not 

t but 

are listed below, togethe~ with valuee obtained 

of 



(1) 

Ra ) 

Re ) 

density 

attend 

shown 

the 

.1100 

"'100 

.8100 

of the 

a dE!!Iri'\red 

of 

contoured 

( .100)) 

{. 

(.1110) 

(~o5104) 

(. ) 

( 100) projl{!la 

(Olt.t) re 

.2000 

.29.50 

• .a.:;oo 

.oaoo 

(. ) 

<-2982) 

( .246') 

<~oBo2) 

(. 

that heavy atom 

ctron 

from the 

tions were 

and used 'tO t a t~~harpened (100) 

do 

d 

1 

90% ~he 

only 

near to 

ot bonded rhenium 

only two obvious tbf.t v 

0.40, 0.,9 and 0.50 d. from the (001) projeetions. was 

that the V = 0.40, W = 0.00 was aa 



v s o. 

orossea were 8.1$ 

actual !2l 

were 6 

the struo 

A;fl.om v w 

Re (1} .400 .ooo (.,002) .200 .ooo ( .001) 

) .600 .ooo ( .068) .;oo .ooo ( .. 0,39) 

Re (3) .,oo .. (. ) 250 .190 (. 790) 

At (and ct) ot 

(marked with ) was tely 

maps were 

(hO-t) 

tor 

ture 

d front 

ons was 0.48. c 

tory and are 

tor 

reproduced~ Attempts 

indicated an incorrect 

Eventually some measure 

in (Old~), (hO.t) and (hk,t') 

was obtained 

tor calculations 

of h lt were 

It to why this have so. 

The 21 ot (1) and Re(2) were zero, and that 

Re(3) was 0.19t which was quite to the of' th• 

refined 

the terms the etruo 

were { + ky + ..tz} , it that structure 

calculated {C-h)x + ( )y + (-;f,)zJ would 

of 



an 

(tz) 

1 .. 

showed a in 

not 

which 

{hx + 

a correct 

a 

to 

w~re zero 

d correct 

to 

it 

with th~t 

of e /A. did not 0.1. 



R ... faotor 1 was o,. was not 

re 

zero. Weal*> eovtu:•ed by 

sec 

V'lj~th z 0.03 

which 

One comple maps is 

for the structure ( 14-2 ) and be sed in 

through of the s below. 

were shifted and two 

to the two x and 

y coo 

11 (1 0660 re ) the tor 

d to 0.44. 

Cycle 2: 

in holes 

trons all rheni'Ulft 

from the arsenic 17 



near 
02 

,;.,.; A • 

d to o .. 

atoms put to 

holes 

In 1.5 

o. From th:t.s point 

re£intunc:u1.t followed by means of 

ra as 

was o. for 2,558 

Cyole 4t 

Five of fteen chlorine 

same 1,660 

map 

on of 

the ealoulated 

this 

re It 

from the previous 

map had to The R-faotor dropped to 0.31. 

Cycle 5: 

An atom stood out was, 

by this time. showing fewer confusing 

neighbourhood of anion than had the case in 

The origin was to bring the anion into of the 

unit by s. 'l!he new 

R-fae was o. 



re 

wh:l.ch 

b 

the 

An 

One 

the of 

d 

of 2,499 on 

to 

o:n. 

th«~ contributions 

should 

tho 2, 

on account of et'~ors in 

was un

oomputer program. 

to 

of on higher 

of 

Unobserved re 

was 

ture 

t 

on from 



a 

o .. :;o 

showed 

and mean 
0 0 

we;re 0.168 A 0.029 A rheniUD.~ 
0 0 

were 0.030 A and 0.004 

No., X y z B 

Re 1 .6003 .. 2035 .. 4982 2-738 

2 .. 2982 "' 2.741 

Re 3 .6110 t:; .7101 2.836 _, 

4 ·7!524 ~1597 ,5.014 

.'5 .4134 .. 2161 .:;o66 4. BTl 

Cl 6 ·9251 .4152 5~170 

C"~ ... 7 .4477 3·94.5 

Gl 8 .7623 .T547 4·7'72 

01 9 .??24 6. 

01 10 4?284. ·33?8 .6937 6. 

Cl 11 .4897 .. 1629 ·7369 5.896 

Ul '12 •
1106?; .2600 2395 6, 

01 4 .1215 .}802 4 .. 4)0 

14 .8691 .;.5837. .2977 

Aei 15 .0104 .0802 ·7037 3,406 

AS 16 .425} ·9089 3.680 



a~ mero wa~ o. 

groupa of 

o:t' 

tor 

No. reflections 

trend bet 

to 

f) /A. .1'71 : 

OH!Ji 

423 

Improvement can 

o. 

13'3 ) .. 

to 

0.19 o.2o o.ao o.ao 

422 

wa~ ~ill 

when carbon 

atoms are included On 

thE~~ oontribuDe 8% to the intensities of the 

fhe corresponding contributions to 

t slight 

some of the 

difference maps were construe 

the 

:tor the 



ed 

141). 

not 

of 

the 

height , and 

and 

• Mo other 

atom, 

put into c 

appear in flat positions on the map. Rhenium atoms 

troughs which ar~ less than a atom higho 

ut two-thirds the 

of' the traphenyl groups. 

assume a much ot 

of 

maps 

a model of the a.s;rmmetric ul\it 

or the 

The whole map will 

are included in 

• 

was a simple to picture the (Re
3
c112] 3• anion, 

by lookiug the se X :.; 0.2.5 ( 7 page lOS) 1 

measure some typical l;)ond conclusions about 

It 

to 



Table of 

All • 

through the triangle of rhenium atom..,. 

Equation 11.31782x ... 14.44.542;y + 2.24338z + 4 .. 9}419 ~ 0 

Distance from Distance from plane ot 

atoms • other atoms in the anion. 

1 .. o:;B 4 2.315 5 -2 .. 241 

2 .092 6 2.374 7 ~2.099 

3 .013 8 2.133 9 -2.1.57 

10 .... 014 

11 -.092 

12 .159 

13 .094 

14 .027 

Mirror plane normal to the triangle ot rhenium atoms. 

Equation 4 .. 10377x + 21 .. 0603.5;r + 1.21912z + 8 .. 6,792 = 0 

Distance from plane of Distance from plane of 

atom.., forming plane other atoms in the anion. 

3 -.093 1 -1-301 2 1.194 

8 .044 4 ... 1. 641 6 1.613 

9 .042 ' -1.793 7 1.446 

.oo8 11 -2.319 10 2.291 

13 ... ,;~48.5 14 3·352 



which were subsequently verified by calculation. 

such deductions could 'be m,ade from the various maps produced 

during the analysis of (Ph4As) 2Re
3
cl11 • 

were coarse and not proportional to the 

The grid intervals 

ot' the unit cell 

and the rectangular grid did not approximate to the triclinio 

rhenium atoms and several chlorine 

the asymmetric unit the actual structure could only be 

obtained by bond length and angle calculations and by deter-

mining some least~squarea planes. 

The structure of the [Re
3

c111] 2- anion is shown in 

anion :for It 

clear th&t the two anions are essentially the same except 

for the lack of one terminal chlorine atom in [Re
3
ol11] 2-. 

This has resulted in a reduction of symmetry from D
3

h to c2v• 

Figure 14b contains a plan of the triangle of rhenium atoms and 

marked with all the important bond lengths and angles in the 

anion1 caloulated using the refined atomic coordinates. 

distances closest approaoh of arsenic atoms to atoms ot the 

are listed below together with the shortest 

between atoms of two neighbouring anions 
0 

15 ' 4.777 A 
0 

16 9 4.500 A 
0 

8 12 4 .. 915 A 

Fi,ure 15 a pro ction ot the structure down the z•aXis 

showing both anions and the :four arsenic atoms in the unit cell. 

60. 



'rable of 

All in 

1,4 ,10,13 

... 0 .. 71404 X + 8794, 1 + 7 

1 ""• 

4 .04,0 

5 .039 

10 .... 013 

13 - 034 

through 

from atoms 

2. .,..,Q02 

6 ""• 

7 .. 026 

11 .017 

14 



61. 

aesults planes ~aleulations which 

establish the symmetry mm are out on the previous facing 

the 

rhenium atoms, and of lengths of bonds from 

also lie on planes, 

although these would not be mirror planes of the anion. 

squares planes calculations which show this to be. true are ~Set 

out on the facing page. 

G. MEAN BOND LENGTHS AND ANGLES 

Before these results can compared with those obtained 

:tor [Re
3
ol12}5- it 

found in this anion. 

necessary to discuss the bond l<;tngths 

Since maximum shifts made in the least~sq~ares refinement 

were about seven times the estimated mean standard errors in 

atomic coordinates, conclusions based on these errors must be 

treated with every caution. Until refinement has been 

carried out, the considerable difference in lengths of bonds 

which are apparently chemically similar. cannot necessarily be 

regarded as significant. Statiatioall;r, the difterEnloe 'between 

two bond lengths regarded as significant the 99.9% 

confidence level it it three the standard deviation 

of suoh differences. The standard error in a bond length 

calculated from the standard errors in the coordinates of the 

bonded atoms.35 



(1) - (2) 

Re (3) ( 1 ,2) 

( 1 ,2) - (bridgi.ng) 

Re (3) ... Ol (bridging) 

Re ... ( in of ) 

Re. (1 ,2) - Cl (terminal out of 

) 

01 to 01 (te-rminal out of plan€?~ to in plane) 

Cl (bridging) ... ... 01 (bridging) 

On Re ( 1) and (2) 

On (3) 

01 (bridging) ... l(e .... Cl ( ) 

To 01 (10) Cl (11) 

reo Cl (12) 

01 ( ) ... Re - Cl ( ) 

) 

) 

Angstroms 
2.,50 (;!:0.006) 

2. (;t.O~ 006) 

2 .. 46 (±.0.03) 

2 (.tO~r03) 

2 .. ,53 (!0 .. 03) 

a.:;o (±.0-03) 

2.19 (;tO. ) 

19 

09 

183 

176 

94 

89 

1;58 



0 

0 .. 1 A 

0 
is 0.029 A 

erro~ in an 

individual which are 

fore 

two 

'bonde; and the in 

out o.f bonds. 

Mean lengths bonds which are apparently chemically 

similar are given in the opposite table. It is recognised 

that f'urther • pa.rt:Loularly location of the 

phenyl groups the oations, m~;:ty that othet" 

in bond aa those pointed 

out in this sec 

Values tor chemically bond 

the Cl (bridging) ... (bridging) angles (whieh 

by bond not to assess the 

of varioua until atomie coordinates art 

more 

chlorine atoms on Re(3) grouped with angles on 

Re(1) and Re(2). 



. This 

can bo 

OCQU!'C:I 

0 

2 A 

was 

:t.n struc 

with one 

map 

this chlorine would 

to 

[Re
3

Cl11] 2"" the 

2 [Re
3
cl

11
] ... 

physical 

by this 

chlorine atom 

in the 

located if' this 

did. contain an [Re
3
ol12J No peak above 

at which chlorine atoms on 

mapa can be found. in 

ot the !nap which 

The ) 

which is than 

atoms of a.touaa, 

probably 

Althc;mgh of' 

from the present work, and also to termine the positions ot the 

Th«t oontie;uration the tetraphenylaraonium may also 



shown that, 

(1~n41Aa) I, atom 

which 

• poiut group of cation was 

Rundle4 have found this syametry destroyed the 

o! 

of the phenyl groups bonds. 

to the planes phenyl groups ld.ay be one 

reason why this cation is 

theory can certainly be invest:lgaiod further in the 



A. 

the months re a 

of these 

work oonei 

is indebted 

for 

work in. this 

in 

author 

to Mr. B. 

to 

that hie own 

the tu:ree. 

Robinson. a.nd to J.H. 

re from some of 

Most of the points of chemical 

were announced the 1 Annual Conference of 

the New Zealand 0hemietry44 and are contained in a 

letter to the editor of 

Just this was written the author d 

of two Cotton of the 

tts Institute of Technology. One of :full 

crystal a of 

r in this 29 The other47 • 

approach to the bonding in this 

are with those 



B. 

work 

to 

the 

( 

to mort 

non<>chlorotrirhenit;ua ( 

(Ph4Ae) 2Re
3
ol11 

tetraphenylarsonium tri-~ 

o. 

good 

0 

error (all !0.02 A). 

work 

M. I .'1!. 

a 
10 .. 

of 

by 

found convenient to re 

that 

dodeca.chlorotrirhEutate 

laid down by the 

48 Chemistry , 

name 

( ) .. 

ot Cs
3

Re
3
c112 are in 

..... ., .... u 9 Cotton 

aooord within experimental 

b 
14.02 

14.00 

0 

14.08 

14.06 

with thE:t 

of After ten cycles of refin~Jment, 

their dropped to 0.18. 



(Du~ing each eyelet only those parame which not 

Chlorine atom positions were 

then obtained from a difference map a further 

ob two ot the 

unsatisfactory refinement alr$ady mentioned in the 

(page 3+). It is worth noting, however, that the 

a o:f' 

for refined rhenium and chlorine atom temperature for 

anion seem lower than those by Morrow49 

d 

present partial analysis of the crystal structure containing 

(Re
3

c111J2- anion. 

01 

[ Re30112 ]3· 

1-5? 

2.60 

In table 4 (pace /7S) 

[:ae
3
ct

11
] 2 ... 

2.?8 

4 .. 54 

for chemically 

the 

interatomic are compared for the [Re
3
ca

11
]

2 
... 

obtained from both studies of the latter are in close 

as:re~ment, except for the Re-01 (terminal 

and the non•bonded Cl-Cl interatomic • Since the M.I.T • 

figures have been derived from more 

and refined further than the author's own results, are 

the following comparison and of determined rhenium-



1 :row 

row 

, 
v 

] 2+ 
12 
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the errors d the 

.. 

the 

of a me 

me in the 

s. Some of these compounds and bond lengths are shoYm in 

facing table. 
0 

2 .. 48 A bond 

[ W Cl ]3- ia particularly 
2 9 

are as short aa the 
0 

The 2. 41 A w-w bo11.d 

sinoe tungsten is an 

adjacent to rhenium. the third row 

and it been shown that this length corresponds to a 

metal•metal multiple bond52 • The bond 

shorter than the interatomic distance found in rhenium metal 

(2•74 ~ 53) and shorter than the distance 
0 

bond (2. . .) . double 

bond included in for 

section E of this chapter. 

The significant length be the 

bonds found of 

there being no terminal in plane chlorine atom on Re(3). 



Becently an even 

Cotton 

a tO!l1 

46 

some 

position that 

well expected to 

bonding. 

bond (2 .. 

5 who 

eo that this 

a full 

il'thich OCCl.'t,t' ot 

the 

such a 

, could 

From a consideration of 

by 
0 

2 .. 38 .A. (K2ReiVol654), 

fRe3ol12] anion the 

are 

In anion 

by other interatomic 

0 
bond to be about 2.35 A. 

() 

are 2.37 A (K ReiVOCl 49) 
4 2 11 ' 

0 

and 2. A ( 

the other 

longer than 

ascribed to van 

15). In 

(2. 

[Re30l11 ]2 .. 

other 

0 
A) 

0 

A) 

is supported 

in table 4. 
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other singly bonded 

D. 
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imply 
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would have 

with a 

eueh a change h.aa not occurred 

of both due 

the bonds 

out 

of a 

, and the 

bond~:1 
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[ne
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of one 

hy a change 

ot one 
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whioh 

[Re3ql11] 
2

"" .,.. ... ~""'""'·would •••• 

ot 

point B.H. 

Apparently three of the 

[Re,cl1 
are used 

unauo has d the 

of' another eoiapou:nd 0 (o-phen.a)2Re
3
cl11 • which Pl."'Ell!tllm.ably 

at!. [Re
3

Cl11J 2-

It e.l~:so ebvious • of 

" that ( ) which 

faot 

be polymeric with me 'bonc\s. 

observations on the of the 

of ( ) which mie:~h t to contain 

d rhenium 

ctra of' in the in 

solution a:te listed in table 5 (page 119 ) • similarity 

d to of 

the , or 
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A. 

1. 

of 

error lattice from. the 

on cylindrical include 

of with respect to the of 

, lack of of the film radius, change of 

to 

• Each of errors can or corrected 

b;y this laboratory it 

standard practice to 

lines (fig. 16a) following calibration 

b;y Christ58, and Fridriohsons60• 

From the accurately cell 

to estimate the 8 

film ever;y pair of powder lines on both 

film radius for a of 

by linear 

of the of the powder lines .. 

this was used to hence 

concerned. 



( whe,t"e s the distance between the reflections 

measured normal to the powder lines). Statistical accuracy 

the order 0.1% and be has been claimed62 •63 after avera«in~ 

one lattice parameter 

using relatively of reflections on a central point row. 

Four main criticisms this method may be offered. 

(1) Eccentricity and absorption errors may be different for the 

powder sample the single o,t"ystal. 

(ii) The film radius may vary along the length of the camera. 

This has been detected from a slight divergence in the supposedly 

parallel powder lines. 

(iii) Reflections at higher angles best results, but only 

those on central point rows have been used. Either ge~eral high 
'"flee tions 

angle /should be used, or the final results for a single 

parameter should be the mean individual determinations weig~ted 

in favour of the high angle reflections. 

(iv) The method of calculation seems to be an unnecessarily 

complicated way of interpolating accurately known g values 

(for the powder linea) for unknown 0 values (for pairs of 

reflections). 

Careful experimental work will reduce errors due to (1) an·d 

(ii). 

Use of all available high angle r~fleotions means 

simultaneously determining three reciprocal lattice parameters by 

solving a set of normal equations derived from the observational 



equations 

of fila 

2. 

Consider t (x) th 

Divided 

= f(x ). 
n 

Second order [t r.~lf ~.J · n n. n+c. 

Third [t f . t t . ] = n n+l n+2 n+3 

was not the 

• 

the Qaloulation of 0 • 

for x = .. 

fined as 

[ f t ]~ - [t t J n n+l n.+l n+2 
... X 

n+2 

From. 2 .. - xn+l) [fn+lfn+2) + (xn - xn+l) 

eto. 

(xn ... xn+2) [fnfn+lfn+2] 

) (x -n ) (x -n 

[t t f f J ·n n+J. n+2 n+3 

) 

1 .. 



+ ( ) ( ) J 

In to 

" 

on 

of 

of 

occur on 



?8. 

A 

to the 

on a central 

in cell in both 

Reciprocal rows on Woisse:nberg 

films of the triclinio , were determined by 

proportion based on the calibration cl on 

by repetition of With a good vernier 

rule t.moh angles may to 0., 1% of' 

their correct value~ 

66 Recently Main and Woolfson have described an extremely 

elegant method for obtain:!.ng lattice parameters from Weiasenberg 

photographs with an expee aacuraay of 1 part in 1,000. 

is determined high general 

of 

doublets. Cell by an iterative 

squares prooesa in wh:teh normal to determine 

corrections for approximate s. The caloula ti.on then 

repeated using the corrected 

the work with 

calibrated films. Even if reflections were 

it is doubtful if comparable results could be obtained with 



the f~l.cili ty claimed by Main and Woolf son. 

4. Indexinl£ Weisac.tn'bers films 

In the Weiasenberg method reciprocal lattice layers 

perpendi<Jula.r to ·blte osoillation axis are .isolated by screens 

a:nd recorded, :Ln a distorted faahion, by moving the film cylinder 

parallel to this axis, so that different parts of the film are 

expoa<1:ld to the different refleot:tons pl"oduoed by the oscillating 

crystal. Central point rows, which appear as straight lines on 

these photographs (fig. 16a) t nre eas:Uy indexed and can provide 

a star·ting point for indexing the remainder of the pattern. 

Unfortunately such rows do not generally occur on upper layer 

photographs o:r triolinic crystals, so that other methods of 

:tnclexi:ng must be employed. 

The moat common ot these is to derive coordinates by 

constructing reciprocal lattice diagrams of the various levels 

to be indexed. Bunn40 hu~.J described a method for doing this in 

which. all le'lrels are represant(:Hli at once by projecting one reversed 

reciprocal lattioe axis onto the equatltlrial plane c1etined by the 

other two. The ea.me ooordinates oan also be calculated by 9.:n 

ava:Uable Qomputer program, 67 although this method is slow, and 

the listed results are readily useable than the projection 

diagram. Both these methods presuppose a knowledge of all the 

parameters of the reciprocal unit cell. In the present work they 

were used e.s a helpful check on each other and on the indices 

CHRISTCHURCH, N,Z. 



1 .. 

In 

by 

reciprocal 

the film are simultaneously 

axes. The 

which 

beam, to re 

One particular la;rer oan be 

on a 

8o .. 

photographs 

camera ( 17) the crystal anG 

about horizontal and 

complex motion causes reciprocal 

normal to the incident X-ray 

fashion on the film. 

by suitable of 

the film and of annular screen umvanted cones 

shown 

lattice 

typical photographs 

figure 18. In the zero 

is 

was 

by the 

to the 

crystal was while the 

reciprocal 

of the film and 

Because two zero le•e1 

during are 

photographs one reciprocal 

horizontal of the 

spindle on the 

was 

lattioe 

can be photographed 

by rotating the mounted crystal ~n the , the 

most obvious application of the method is in of 

the dimensions of the unit cell. will 

a. 



common 

photos. 

In 

were common 

were used 

• 
data were 

.. 

were not as 

in 



Similarly, larger crystals would have 

'bu.t would have with 

absorption. 

comment on the use photographs to 

obtain intensity data is concerned with the derivation of intensity 

The circular area of the reciprocal lattice section which 

recorded on the film a function of tlu!l ttpreoession .'!tngle", 

which is the angle of tilt set on an arc located behind the f:ilm. 

It clear :from the photographs of CsReal4 (fig. 18) that two 

intense reflections, on either side of the central backstop 

shadow can be isolated by reducing the radius of the recorded 

area on the hOt layer~ They can then be exposed, for 

increasing intervals of time, on adj 

shifting the film cassette vertically 

parts of the 

each exposure. 

In this way an intensity 

subsequently used in 

was produ.oed for C:sReC1
4 

and 

measurements on both cz•ystals. 

Wne wna a good one in that there appeared to be 

finite changes in intensity in proceeding from any one 

to ita neighbours. It was, however. not very easy usi!il with the 

reciprocal lattice photographs which had been taktn with a very 

much larger precession anglet as these reflections were more 

diffuse. Although this discrepancy may contributed to the 

poor quality of the data derived from precession films, it is still 

considered that the low levtl at which intensities were 

generally recorded was the major reason :for their unreliability. 

The poor agreement tor the outermost group of reflections in the 



tor to 

of poor ty ef da>.ta was the 

for the three-dimensional 

was ob The 

as soon as structure factor 

If; already been pointed out tha.t the two zero 

x·o wrdch 

camera oa.n both 

of 

the spindle must 

the 

dividing 

dis 

len.gth.s and 

to 

m.ea~ured. on 

When the two a.-trn; 

(CsReCl4 ) ths best 

tween two and. 

'lll' ) • 

1 

• The angle through which 

pla.nea, 

on the 

by 

per 1.ooo 

described 

d 

with 

method 

is 



Reciprocal 

two methods should be 

checking unit cell parameters. 

determining and 

Transformations from the unit cell in reciprocal apace to 

unit oell in 

established tormulae.S7,70 

are effected by means ot well 

It has been stated71 that since the Weiasenberg camera 

photographs reciprocal lattice planes perpendicular to the spindle 

, and the precession method photographs planes parallel to 

this , the two instruments complement each other by allowing 

the three principal a of the reciprocal lattice ot a crystal, 

mounted on a universal head• to be recorded without disturbing 

the crystal itself. This is incorrect for any setting of a 

triolinio crystal, since the Weissenberg oscillation axis does 

not coincide with an of the reciprocal lattice. In such 

cases the crystal must always be reset when changing from one 

camera to the other. The information gained from precession 

photographs 

well worthwhile. Some relevant observations and results for 

the triclinic system which do not in current manuals or 

instructions for use with the Buerger precession aamera.,a),71 

are now outlined. 



(i) Diffio~ltiea treq~ently encountered in studies of triolinic 

crystals include the choice of a suitable unit cell with a right 

handed. of , 23 •28 and the 

assignment of correct indices to reflections recorded on a set of 

In the author's rience these problems are 

logically and unambiguously overcome with the of 

photographs of two ting zero level reciprocal lattice 

layers. 

(ii) The angle through which the spindle axis of the precession 

camera must be turned to move from one zero level reciprocal 

lattice layer to another is !.2! equal to the re<d.procal 

angle between these layers. This situation illustrated in 

which z* is arbitrarily chosen as the 

spindle axis, and G the rotation corresponding to the 

reciprocal lattice angle ¥ *. It can be shown from a consider-

ation of the various triangles involved in the figure that 

cos G = 

a result \lfhich necessarily symmetrical in.o(* and jS "'• 

Similar x·esults ·can be derived for the rotation angles A and B 

corresponding to the reciprocal angles o(* and f?* respectively. 

(iii) The perpendicular distance d* between various reciprocal 

lattice layers (a quantity which is required when ting the 

camera to record upper levels of the reciprocal lattice) cannot 

be determined directly !rom measurements on either zero level tilm6~ 



LATTICE PARAMETERS 

REAL RECIPROCAL 

A 12.0 140 A* .o 9540 

B 26.2213 B* .04000 

c 9. 8707 C* . 11200 

ALPHA 88.571 SIN .994689 ALPHA* 98. 600 SIN .988755 cos /l 2 920 cos - 149539 

BETA 66. 181 SIN BETA* 115. 200 SIN . 904825 cos ·414830 
' 03837 cos - 425783 

GAMMA 105. 363 SIN . 964264 GAMMA* 72. 500 SIN cos -' 264943 cos 
v 2]12.214 V* • !)()'} 368 

PRECE ION CAMERA S TING DATA 

RECIPROCAL ANGLE ALPHA* BETA* GAMMA* 
ROTATION ANGLE 91.428 113.818 74.636 

LAYER INDEX 
D* 

H K L 
.08323 .03813 .10130 

DATA FOR EQUATORIAL PROJECTIONS 

PROJECTED EQUATORIAL FIRST 
RECIPROCAL REFERENCE ALTERNATIVE 
CELL EDGE CELL EDGE ANGLE ORIGIN 

A* B* -52.019 .04661 

B* C* -60.280 . 0 1206 

C* A* 3.0 31 .04775 

RECIPROCAL DISTANCES ARE IN RECIPROCAL ANGSTROMS 

. 953717 

. 300703 



but can be calculated :trom formulae similar to that given below 

which determines the distance between the hO£, h~, h2~ 

reciprocal lattice layers. 

• t 

::: b* sin o<.. * 

an 1620 computer', 

which calculates the six real lattice parameters from those of the 

reciprocal triclinic lattice, and also calculates the real and 

reciprocal unit cell volumes. This has been considerably 

by the present author so that calculates the 

three possible rotation angles and the three prinoipal interplanar 

distances in the reciprocal , as well as the info 

necessary to construct the three possible equatorial projection 

diagrams which may be useful in indexing Weissenberg photographa.73 

Formulae used in these extensions have been given in the last 

section or are outlined in Bunn. 40 

A sample output listing for (Ph4As)2Re
3
ol11 is presented 

on the lacing page. 



A. 

The equipment 

and 6b 

ot 

to d out 

, all 

the author 

Laboratory the University of Canterbury .. 

programs which were used are ted in s 

18'5). d with an 

were by the author 

Ill"" to /8'f ). CAXR by 

Dr.B R. Penfold who d programs other sources for 

in the 

th the sources were 

( programs), the 

Denver {CUXR ) t the 

All are oo11ple ly 

, can be used in any X-ray 

• 

programs • At top of the 

"'3:1."'""''"'' CAXR12 and CHJXR ... WEISS 2 in the 

in the 

portion 

of reflf!to 

films, 

s of programs, 

and 

object 



or 

U"'-''."""""'tert!l Md 

three , to 

the the 

to indicate that the 

output of one 

to the next progra$ Plain 

indicate output of one program ~~·~w~ 

to initialize one of the main 

of the main 

bulk 

aonnec 

• 

information 

On a the 

that 

i a.:re punched only onoe1 one re tion per 

• fm" input to LP absorption 

This clearly the only reasonable way to handle a 

ss. 

EUl 

data such as the 3,186 recorded refleetions for (Ph4As)2Re
3
cl11 • 

In the next seotion each briefly 

the approximate order and mode in whieh 

to tailed are Re 

available .. Unless otherwise stated, programs have been written 

in the IBM FORTRAN programming language. 

B. PRINCIPAL FUNC~IONS OF PROGRAM$ 

of reflections on central point rows of Weiseenberg films (page 78). 



tor 

the to oo:n&truct tht 

projections in f'ilma. 

re 

the case. 
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to c 

of' one card for Etac:h 
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with and reflection 
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be used to reject logically unacceptable 

• !0!4 written 

0AXR11 I and , can be 

to 4etermine :a~fa.ctors tor blocks of ICR4 output 4ata botft 

Optional 

t pJ"oduotion of a tor listing 

or h,k,t,F
0 

and F
0

, each reflection, onto cards 

format suitable for listing 870 data 

is written in SPS and performs a similar 

funetion to C.AJtR6 in. r or (F • 
0 0 

) 

co s, w! th the same I h I, I k I , I~ I , in pre-

paratior.~ for the progr·a.m ICR1. 

ICR1 0 or IOR6. into a special order, 

to two or three-dimensional Fourier summations 

o t: the uni. t 

1 
0 f -1~0~0:--- t}L e 0 f 

at 

or alphamerically on typewritet' or punched 

9 one line of a seotion 

421 

ally 

on 

on the IBM 



unit 
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a. of :}9 

thf)n the ons of any from this 

well 

d .• 

numorio out:pu.t 

AO the author' of 

plo 

as 

ll1 

the numeric will 

map such as that shown 

scale does not 

to interpret as this one. 

used during the 

slow 

which 

d as one of' 

of 

the production 

f'ig. 8 (page 1o<f), 

in maps which are as easy 

so in 
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direc a:t up 

as quickly as po 
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a 
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sml'Ult others 
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prace meth,,d,u University of Canterbury, 1~62. 
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77• Rll>binson, W.T., 110AXR9 .. Reflection atatistioc~," Un:l:veraity 

of Canterbury, 1962 .. 

78. Penfold, B.R., "CAXR!5- Pr<:>grrun for eaaling and sharpening 

Patterson coeff:ici.ents 9 " University of Canterbury, 1962. 

79• Pen.fold, B.R., 11CAXR6- Conversion of Cli.XR.5 output to ICR1 

input," University of Canterbury, 1962. 

80. Rob:tnson, w. T., 11 CAX.~7 - CAXR to ICR4 conversion, 11 tJniversi ty 

of Canterbury, 196~. 

81. van der lhtlll; D .. , 11 ICR4 - Structure factor a.nd least-squares 

sunt maker, 11 Institute :for Cancer ieseareh 9 Philadelphia, 1961. 

*82. Robinson, W.T., 11CAXR11 ... Structure factor presentation," 

University of Canterbury. 1963. 

83. van der Helm, D., "ICR6- Fourier data tape maker," Institu:ee 

for Cancer Reeea.roh, Philadelphia, 1962. 

84.. van der Helm, :o., "ICR1 ... Three and two .. dimensional Fourier 

summation program," Institute ;for Canoe:r Research Philadelphia, 

1961. 

8,5. -.Tohnson, 0. K., 11 ICR13 - Neighbour finding dietanoe program, 11 

InE~tittlte tor Cancer Research, Philadelphia, 1962,. 
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Detailed write-ups for these programs have not yet been prepared. 
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